Confertainment - Conferences and
Entertainment
During the past few years, Europa-Park has developed into a first-class
address for conferences. Due to the fact, that the combination of
conferences and entertainment proved to be very successful, our
Confertainment Center was opened in 1998. It is wrong to think that
Europa-Park and its two hotels are suitable only as a destination for
families or groups of young people. The park is becoming more and more
popular as a destination for conventions and events for both, business and
private parties - and not only the over 100 top attractions and international
shows make our guests want to come back. Well known companies from
Germany and abroad already have visited the attractive premises, so that
about 850 events took place at Europa-Park in 2003.
Depending on the number of participants and the type of conference, an
appropriate setting can be chosen. Optimally equipped conference rooms,
modern communication technology and competent service guarantee that
each event will be a complete success, no matter if you are planning a
conference, workshop or seminar. We will ensure that you and your group
can work in a professional and relaxed atmosphere - conference and
entertainment on the highest level.
Europa-Park offers a vast number of premises that create an exceptional
atmosphere for presentations, speeches, lectures, workshops, seminars,
anniversary celebrations, gala evenings and much more. The event will be
organized with creativity and professionality, according to your wishes and
objectives. Creativity and motivation are key factors for each event factors that are considered to be essential at Europa-Park.
The Confertainment Center ensures perfect preparation and a smooth
course of the event by cooperating already during the planning stage. No
matter if you want to organize a specific company statement, a product
presentation or a reward and incentive for your employees - Europa-Park
offers a unique setting, show stars and international artists to create an
individual and exclusive event.

The wide range of our first-class culinary specialities and the exclusive
rooms and suites in the adventure hotels "El Andaluz" and "Castillo
Alcazar" create a cultivated and relaxed atmosphere. In June 2004, the
largest hotel outside of Italy - the "Colosseo? - has opened ist doors. The
hotels as well as the castle restaurant remain open after the end of the
season.
Thanks to the multitude of varied dishes that can be savoured in each one
of the themed areas, the range of dinner events is increasing continually.
A great opportunity for everyone who wants to combine adventure with
enjoyment and pleasure with culture.
Also this season the event gastronomy of our Confertainment presents a
highlight with the dinner show "Cirque d´Europe", a first-class event.
Acrobats, dancers and musicians are celebrating a special evening with a
fantastic show programme.
The stylish setting for this overwhelming spectacle is the "Teatro dell´Arte".
The magnificent splendour of the baroque theatre underlines the
breathtaking atmosphere of this exceptional dinner show. A fascinating
combination of dining and entertainment.
Candlelight, dance, reverie, artistry, emotions, comedy, glamour, stage
play and culinary pleasures are best summarized with "Savoir Vivre", the
obvious pleasure.
The masterly combination of thrill and dining creates an unforgettable
evening full of enjoyment and fascination. The dinner show "Cirque
d'Europe" offers first-class entertainment for companies, groups, clubs and
conferences.
Of course, "Cirque d´Europe" is not the only evening programme at
Europa-Park. For example, you can also enter the atmosphere of a typical
French village during our French evening "La Cigale" or celebrate the
Spanish night "Viva la vida" with fiery Flamenco performances.
Moreover, the "Alemannic Knight´s Feast" invites you to celebrate a
medieval banquet in our castle "Balthasar", or how about a terrific gala
dinner à la Dalí, where charming muses celebrate the combination of

erotic art and culinary highlights with you.
Unusual ideas and possibilities for extraordinary events - Europa-Park
offers organization, service, kow-how and a unique and unforgettable
event.
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